
  BROOKLYN HEIGHTS POLICE BLOTTER  

 
6/29/21 Driver stopped on Granger Road; located marijuana and large bag of edibles; charges 

pending further investigation.  Two-car accident on I-480 E/B; driver cited for assured clear 
distance ahead; turned over to North Royalton PD on their warrant; vehicle towed.  Driver 
cited for speed 48/25 on Schaaf Road.  Provided mutual aid to Independence PD regarding 
male with gun running through parking lots on Quarry Lane.  Business on Valley Belt 
requesting special attention regarding a suspicious vehicle.  Dump truck lost roller and tarp 
on Granger Road and hit street light; turned over to Independence PD and Fire.  Courtesy 
ride given to pedestrian on I-480 E/B.   

 
6/30/21 Report of unwanted guest on West 5th Street; gone on arrival.   
 
7/1/21 Advised resident on Marko Lane regarding removing tree with a pick-up truck to use chain 

saw and then have stump removed; will comply.  Two-car accident on I-480 E/B; driver 
cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Driver cited for driving under suspension and 
expired tags; owner turned over to Maple Heights PD on their warrant; operator advised 
on warrant with Cleveland PD; vehicle towed.   

 
7/2/21 Traffic stop on I-480 W/B; driver advised on marked lanes; passenger turned over to 

Streetsboro PD on their warrant.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver on I-480 
E/B cited for speed 83/60 and driving under suspension; vehicle towed.   

 
7/3/21 Driver on Granger Road cited for speed and no driver’s license.  Observed water main 

break on Tuxedo; Water Department notified; road closed.   
 
7/4/21 One-car accident on I-480 W/B; operator attempted to flee the scene; taken into custody 

for OVI; vehicle towed.  Driver on Granger Road cited for expired driver’s license.  
Fireworks complaint on Tuxedo Avenue; all quiet on arrival. One-car accident on I-480 
W/B; driver lost control and struck parked semi; driver cited for careless operation; vehicle 
towed.  Provided mutual aid to Independence PD regarding possible domestic violence 
incident.  One-car accident on I-480 W/B exit ramp; vehicle pulled from ditch by tow truck.   

 
7/5/21 Report of an erratic driver driving without headlights on Brookpark Road; driver stopped 

and charged with OVI.  Driver cited for stop sign violation and turn signal violation on West 
6th Street.  Driver cited on Tuxedo for driving on wrong side of roadway.   

 
7/6/21 Driver cited for driving under suspension on Granger Road; vehicle towed.  Advised 

solicitor on West 7th to obtain permit.  Open burning complaint on E. Schaaf; advised of no 
open burning.  Driver cited on Granger Road for speed 54/35, child restraint and booster 
seat; passenger advised on two warrants; driver advised on proper restraint for all five 
children in vehicle.  Driver cited for speed 61/35 on Granger Road.  

 
7/7/21 Assisted Fire Department on W. Resource with transporting party to hospital.  Vehicle 

lockout on W. Resource; entry gained.  Responded to West 5th for disturbance; parties 
involved in verbal altercation and separated for the night.   

 
7/8/21 Driver cited for speed on I-480 W/B.  Responded to residence on Tuxedo for property 

damage; statements taken.  Report of accident on I-480 E/B; located in Cleveland; 
Cleveland PD notified.   

 
7/9/21 Driver cited and taken into custody for OVI on Granger Road; motorcycle towed.  Five 

drivers cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited for speed on I-480 E/B.   
 
7/10/21 Driver cited on Granger Road for driving under suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver cited on 

Granger Road for display of driver’s license and plates.  Driver cited for speed and driving 
under suspension on Granger Road.  Responded to residence on Tuxedo for odor of gas; 



Fire Department on scene; checked okay.  Report of metal table in roadway on I-480 E/B; 
same located and removed.  Assisted squad at park with female having medical issue.   

 
7/11/21 Noise complaint on West 8th; advised and will comply.  Driver cited for speed on E. Schaaf 

Road.  Three drivers cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited for speed on I-480 
E/B.  Driver cited for speed and no driver’s license on Schaaf Road.  Driver cited and 
booked into Strongsville jail for OVI on I-480 E/B; large amount of marijuana and cash 
located in vehicle; further charges pending.  Report of male under box truck at business on 
Lancaster; possible theft in progress; gone on arrival; plate provided by caller not in system. 

 
7/12/21 Officer on traffic stop arrested driver for theft of catalytic converters; sawzall and catalytic 

converters in plain sight; transported to Strongsville jail for booking.  Report of debris from 
accident in roadway on I-480 E/B; same located and roadway blocked until Cleveland PD 
and ODOT arrived; OSP to handle.  Located two disabled vehicles in Cleveland involved 
in above accident: Cleveland PD notified.  Out at residence on E. Schaaf Road for welfare 
check; checked okay.  Resident reporting theft of mail box; statement taken; contacted 
service department to inquire about providing temporary mail box until replaced.  Report of 
two-car accident on I-480 W/B; driver cited for improper lane change; semi also involved 
and no damage reported.  Driver cited for speed 57/35 on Granger Road.  Driver cited on 
I-480 W/B for display of plates; advised on warrant with Parma PD; advised on expired 
plates.   

 
7/13/21 Animal control called out for sick raccoon in yard on Tuxedo.  Two-car accident at Granger 

and Lancaster; minor damage; parties will handle.  Three-car accident on I-480 W/B; two 
parties transported to hospital with injuries; three vehicles towed; driver cited for assured 
clear distance ahead.  Report of male slumped over steering wheel on I-480 E/B; unable 
to locate.   

 
7/14/21 Assisted Independence PD with pursuit of stolen vehicle I-480 W/B; spike strips placed at 

Granger Road exit; pursuit terminated at 176 entrance ramp area on Granger Road.  Driver 
cited for speed 52/35 on Granger Road.  Assisted Independence PD with traffic control for 
accident on Granger Road.  Driver cited for seatbelt violation on Granger Road.  Driver on 
Granger Road cited for expired plates and seatbelt violation.  Driver cited for handicapped 
parking violation in Village Park.   

 
7/15/21 Motorcycle accident on I-480 E/B; OSP on scene and will handle.  Driver cited for speed 

on I-480 E/B.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Report of possible vandalism on 
E. Schaaf Road; spoke with homeowner regarding same.  Report of vehicle blocking 
roadway on Granger Road; plates were fictitious; driver admitted to having illegal 
contraband in vehicle; drugs located; driver taken into custody for felony drug possession 
and became unresponsive while enroute to Strongsville jail; Narcan administered and 
taken to hospital.   

 
7/16/21 Request for welfare check on E. Schaaf Road; unable to make contact.  Report taken for 

attempted breaking and entering on E. Schaaf Road; photos taken and evidence collected.  
Two-car accident on Granger Road; driver cited for full time and attention; vehicle towed. 
Advised unruly juveniles in park; will comply.  Driver cited on E. Schaaf for driving under 
suspension and expired plates.  Driver cited on Granger Road for speed and booster seat 
violation.   

 
7/17/21 Provided mutual aid to Independence PD regarding one-car accident on I-480 W/B.  Report 

of possible vandalism at residence on E. Schaaf Road; spoke with homeowner; stated is 
on-going issue; attempted to speak with neighbors; no response at residence; special 
attention to area.  Party on station to file late accident report; given report form.   

 
7/18/21 Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Report of two juveniles taking cones from 

Community Center; located and spoke with parents; cones returned.  Party at station 
dropping off found wallet and ID; contacted dispatch to attempt to locate owner.  Driver 
cited on Granger Road for temporary permit, no licensed driver and speed 53/35.  Driver 



cited for speed 97/60 on I-480 W/B.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited 
for driving under suspension; seatbelt and booster seat violations; 11 occupants 
transported.   

 
7/19/21 Provided mutual aid to Independence PD regarding foot pursuit near I-77 and Rockside; 

apprehended by Independence PD.  Driver cited on Granger Road for no operator’s 
license; turned over to Beachwood PD on their warrants.  Driver cited for speed on I-480 
W/B.  Report of male and female fighting in driveway on Tuxedo; located and stopped 
suspect vehicle southbound on Tuxedo; verbal altercation; both parties calmed down and 
advised.  Dog at large West 5th and South Street; owner will try to locate.  Report of debris 
in roadway I-480 E/B; removed from roadway.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for weaving and 
marked lanes.  Driver on I-480 W/B cited for child restraint.  Driver cited on West 4th for 
handicapped parking violation.  Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension.  
Party on station reporting cat stuck in tree on Park Drive; advised Fire Department; unable 
to retrieve cat.   

 
7/20/21 One-car accident I-480 E/B; occurred in Independence; provided traffic control.  Report of 

car fire on I-480 E/B; fire was out on arrival; Fire Department on scene.  Damage to property 
reported on Schaaf Lane; possible domestic dispute; male smashing car with bat; 
information received from parties on scene; pictures taken; party fled scene prior to arrival; 
report taken; determined to be domestic violence, criminal damaging and disorderly 
conduct.  Report of juvenile on E. Schaaf that ran from mother; located on Marko Lane and 
returned to mother.  Driver cited for stop sign violation on Lancaster.   

 
7/21/21 Report of vehicle stolen from driveway on West 8th; report taken.  Driver on Lancaster cited 

for expired plates.  Driver cited for speed on E. Schaaf.  Located unoccupied vehicle 
involved in one-car accident on I-480 W/B; vehicle towed.   

 
7/22/21 Suspicious vehicle on West 7th; advised.  Driver cited on I-77 for no driver’s license and 

disorderly conduct; vehicle towed.  Driver cited on Schaaf Lane for driving under 
suspension; vehicle towed.  Report of car parked overnight on West 7th; vehicle was stolen 
out of Euclid; report taken; vehicle towed.  Driver cited on Schaaf Road for expired plates; 
driver turned over to Parma PD on their warrant; passenger advised on warrant with 
Cleveland PD.  Driver on Granger Road cited for seatbelt violation.  Police cruiser almost 
struck by driver on I-77; Independence PD on scene; driver taken into custody for OVI; 
supplemental report sent to Independence PD.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for improper lane 
change and marked lanes.  Driver cited on I-480 W/B for driving under suspension; vehicle 
towed.  Driver cited for speed on Granger Road.   

 
7/23/21 Assisted Valley View PD on Canal Road with traffic stop.  Assisted Parma PD with pursuit 

Spring / Jennings area; vehicle crashed; suspect fled on foot.  Driver cited on I-480 E/B for 
diving under suspension and drug possession; firearm recovered; driver transported to 
North Royalton jail; vehicle towed.  Special attention for reports of semi-trucks traveling on 
Lancaster.  Report of three-car accident with injuries on I-480 W/B; vehicles towed; driver 
cited for assured clear distance ahead.  Two-car accident with injuries on Granger Road; 
driver cited for failure to yield; vehicle towed.   

 
7/24/21 Driver on Tuxedo cited for booster seat violation.  Driver on Granger and Tuxedo cited and 

taken into custody for OVI; transported to North Royalton jail.  Two-car accident on I-480 
E/B in Cleveland; two males fled from vehicle; Parma PD advised; unable to located males.  
Driver on Granger Road cited for speed.  Report taken for two-car accident on I-480 E/B; 
one vehicle towed.  Driver cited on Granger Road for speed 51/35 and driving under 
suspension; vehicle towed.  Driver on I-480 E/B cited for expired plates and no driver’s 
license; advised on warrant with Parma PD.  Advised parties in park at pavilion #2 
regarding firecrackers; will comply.  Driver cited on Granger Road for failure to reinstate.  
Driver on Granger Road cited for speed.  Driver on Granger Road cited for violation of 
protection order; protected party was in vehicle; transported to North Royalton jail.  
Motorcycle operator on Granger Road cited for speed and no motorcycle endorsement.  
Driver on Granger Road cited for turn signal violation and display of license.   



 
7/25/21 Observed vehicle on I-480 E/B with no front tire and shattered windshield; taken into 

custody for OVI; transported to North Royalton jail.  Report of suspicious vehicle in 
Community Center parking lot; gone on arrival.  Driver cited for speed 81/60 on I-480 E/B.  
Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension, obstructed and expired plates; 
vehicle towed.  Driver cited for speed 40/25 on Van Epps.   

 
7/26/21 Report of female walking on roadway on Granger Road; located and transported to gas 

station.  Driver cited on I-480 W/B for speed and improper lane change.  Driver on Granger 
Road taken into custody and charged with OVI; passenger turned over to Parma PD for 
multiple warrants; vehicle towed; due to jails being full, transported driver to residence.  
Call to station for report of two females that abandoned a vehicle with no plates at business 
on Resource Drive; advised caller of options; vehicle owner does not work at business.  
Parking complaint on West 5th; owner contacted and moved vehicle.  Party on station 
regarding a stolen and cashed check; report taken.  Two drivers cited for speed on E. 
Schaaf Road.  Driver cited for no driver’s license, seat belt violation and unsafe vehicle.  
Driver on Granger Road cited for driving under suspension, seat belt violation and fictitious 
plates; vehicle towed.   

 
7/27/21 Driver on E. Schaaf cited for speed 42/25 and driving under suspension.  Female on station 

reporting road rage incident; happened on I-90; advised to report to Cleveland PD.  
Resident on Tuxedo requesting help with vehicle lock out; entry gained.  Driver cited on E. 
Schaaf Road for speed and seat belt violation.  Driver on E. Schaaf Road cited for failure 
to reinstate and seat belt violation; vehicle towed; turned over to Willowick PD on their 
warrant.   

 
7/28/21 Two-car accident on I-480 E/B ramp; driver fled on foot into woods near Lancaster; 

canvassed area; unable to locate; found multiple tools, sawzalls, chain saws, drills, two 
phones and debit card when inventorying vehicle; vehicle held for investigation.  Report of 
vehicle into cement wall; located in Cleveland; contacted Cleveland PD.  Driver on Granger 
Road cited for speed 56/35.  Driver cited for speed on E. Schaaf.   

 
7/29/21 Driver cited for speed on I-480 E/B.  Driver cited for no operator’s license on I-480 W/B; 

vehicle towed.  Employees of business on Lancaster reporting theft of four catalytic 
converters.  Five drivers cited for speed on Granger Road.  Driver cited for speed 78/60 on 
I-480 E/B.  Driver cited for improper lane change on I-480 E/B.  Driver cited for speed 86/60 
on I-480 E/B.   

 
7/30/21 Report of erratic driver on I-480 W/B; unable to locate.  Received call of employee making 

threats at business on Lancaster; gone on arrival.  Party on station reporting vandalism 
and theft of catalytic convertor from business that occurred on 7/11/21.  Seven drivers cited 
for speed on I-480 E/B and two on Granger Road.   

 
7/31/21 Wrong-way driver on Granger Road taken into custody and charged with OVI; vehicle 

towed; transported to North Royalton jail.  Motorcycle accident on Granger Road; no report; 
refused transport.  Attempted to stop vehicle on Granger Road; confirmed stolen from 
Maple Heights; vehicle fled176 N/B; pursuit terminated at Steelyard.   


